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About this Guide
Language teachers have many reasons to develop curiosity about corpus analysis tools, and
also a lot of concerns about learning to use them and incorporating them into their pedagogical
practices. Corpus tools can be tremendously useful for identifying high-frequency language,
finding examples of words and phrases in authentic contexts, exploring differences in language
use depending on the situation and mode, and providing learners with strategies to increase the
extent and accuracy of their language use.

The recommendations below were compiled for a graduate course in the MA in Foreign
Language Teaching (https://maflt.cal.msu.edu/courses) called Language Concepts, which is our
answer to the more typical General Linguistics or Pedagogical Grammar courses in other
programs. They are organized around the work that you might want a corpus or corpus analysis
tool to do for you rather than by the individual tool.

Most aspects of language teacher training can be presented in ways that encompass all
languages, but in corpus analysis it is important to find corpora that represent particular
languages. Also, many tools can support a number of languages, but not all, and languages
with non-Roman writing systems and particularly right-to-left systems provided challenges to the
designers of these apps that they are still overcoming.

The field of corpus analysis, the accessibility and function of corpus-based tools, and the ideas
for using them in language pedagogy continue to expand rapidly. This list is already out of date,
I know. These tools may not represent the bleeding edge of innovation, but they will provide you
with the resources you need to carry out many of your own explorations and activity designs.

Workshop Websites
These two websites were both created to support workshops for language teachers. They
provide slides, links to resources, activity ideas, and more.

Discovering Grammar - Pre-conference workshop at CALICO 2019
https://sites.google.com/msu.edu/discoveringgrammar-calico19

Making Authentic Texts Comprehensible with Corpus Analysis Tools - ACTFL 2019
With MAFLT grads Maggie Rutkowski, Courtney Mayes, and Agnieszka Makles
https://sites.google.com/msu.edu/comprehensible-authentic-flt
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Wikipedia - Terms and Lists

Believe it or not, Wikipedia is a great place to start for lists of terms and lists of high-frequency
words in many languages. Start with these pages and follow links from there:

Corpus linguistics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corpus_linguistics
List of text corpora: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_text_corpora
Concordance - see “Use in linguistics”: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concordance_(publishing)
KWIC: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_Word_in_Context
Stop words: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop_words

Wiktionary - Frequency Lists for Many Languages
https://www.wiktionary.org
There are frequency lists (the most frequent 1000 words and so on) for 53 languages on
Wiktionary.

If You Want To...

→ Consult a corpus-based dictionary or find a frequency list

Routledge Frequency Dictionaries
- 14 languages:

https://www.routledge.com/Routledge-Frequency-Dictionaries/book-series/RFD
- Words are listed from most frequent to least frequent
- Each one also includes several lists of high-frequency words in different categories

(animals, health, sports, etc.)
- MSU Library has most of them in print, but not electronic
- Chinese is online - Routledge Frequency Dictionary of Mandarin:

https://ebookcentral-proquest-com.proxy2.cl.msu.edu/lib/michstate-ebooks/detail.action?
docID=414940#
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→ Search a large corpus for words or phrases

Corpora from Mark Davies and BYU:

- Corpus of Contemporary American English: https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/
- Corpus del español: http://www.corpusdelespanol.org/
- Arabi Corpus: http://arabicorpus.byu.edu/

Search the web for tutorials!

Google N-Grams

Google N-Grams is a tool that uses all of the content uploaded to Google Books as its
corpus. The output shows up as a graph of frequencies over time, so the way that you
are most likely to use this tool is to choose various words or phrases that you want to
compare, enter them into the search window, and then look at chart. Adjust the time
frame as needed. For example, in French you could investigate the use of gendered
endings for various professions by putting groups of words such as la policière, le
policier, les policières, les policiers in the search window.

You can easily select the language and the time frame from the top of this home page:
https://books.google.com/ngrams

And this page explains more about how to use the NGrams Viewer:
https://www.lifewire.com/google-books-ngram-viewer-1616701
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OPUS - Open Subtitles
The links below will take you to a concordancer that searches a huge international collection of
sub-titles available at http://www.opensubtitles.org.

There are about thirty languages and many other corpora available from the sam page:

Open Subtitles: http://opus.nlpl.eu/bin/opuscqp.pl?corpus=OpenSubtitles

Here are some examples of searches: (and then select how many examples and KWIC]
One word → [word=”pardon”]
One word, with various endings → [word=”pardon.*]
Two words → [word=”pardon”] [word=”me”]
For other possible searches, including using parts of speech, here is the guide:
Open Corpus Workbench Guide

French: http://opus.nlpl.eu/bin/opuscqp.pl?corpus=OpenSubtitles2018;lang=fr
German: http://opus.nlpl.eu/bin/opuscqp.pl?corpus=OpenSubtitles2018;lang=de
Hebrew: http://opus.nlpl.eu/bin/opuscqp.pl?corpus=OpenSubtitles2018;lang=he
Japanese: http://opus.nlpl.eu/bin/opuscqp.pl?corpus=OpenSubtitles2018;lang=ja
Arabic: http://opus.nlpl.eu/bin/opuscqp.pl?corpus=OpenSubtitles2018;lang=ar
Spanish: http://opus.nlpl.eu/bin/opuscqp.pl?corpus=OpenSubtitles2018;lang=es
Polish: http://opus.nlpl.eu/bin/opuscqp.pl?corpus=OpenSubtitles2018;lang=pl
Russian: http://opus.nlpl.eu/bin/opuscqp.pl?corpus=OpenSubtitles2018;lang=ru

University of Leipzig (home of the Vocab Levels Quizzes)
- Leipzig Corpora Collection - search corpus-based dictionaries in 252 languages:

http://corpora.uni-leipzig.de/

Sketch Engine
- Sketch Engine - free trial / subscribe: https://www.sketchengine.eu/
- SkELL - free version for learners and teachers of English + comparable tools for

German, Russian, Italian, Czech, and Estonian: https://www.sketchengine.eu/skell/
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Lextutor

- Concordancers home page: https://www.lextutor.ca/conc/
- Concordancer in English: https://www.lextutor.ca/conc/eng/
- Concordancer in French: https://www.lextutor.ca/conc/fr/
- Concordancer in Spanish: https://www.lextutor.ca/conc/span/
- Concordancer in German: https://www.lextutor.ca/conc/germ/

Reverso

- Reverso Context: http://context.reverso.net/translation/
- Reverso Dictionary: https://dictionary.reverso.net/

→ Analyze a Text

Voyant Tools

- Home page: http://voyant-tools.org/
- Getting Started: https://voyant-tools.org/docs/#!/guide/start
- Languages: “Independently of the interface language, Voyant Tools supports analysis of

documents in multiple languages. In fact, in some ways Voyant Tools supports analysis in any
language since it mostly operates on character sequences … some language-specific awareness
(notably for Chinese, Japanese and Korean languages … Voyant will do its best to guess at the
character encoding, but for best results its best to provide plain texts in Unicode (UTF-8).

AntConc

- Download AntConc software: http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/
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- Introduction to AntConc:
http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/releases/AntConc357/help.pdf

- Best free tool if you want to load several texts and look at them together or
compare them. Also good for one long text.

Lextutor
- Home page of Lextutor: http://www.lextutor.ca/
- Compleat VocabProfiler - analyze the frequency of words in a text - English and French:

https://www.lextutor.ca/vp/comp/

Free article from Japan Association for Language Teaching - from 2009, but helpful
Take CL into your own hands with the Compleat Lexical Tutor

→ Use a large news database to search for words, phrases, or texts
Although there are many existing corpus analysis tools out there that will help you to search for
words, phrases, and patterns, you may want to get access to a larger corpus. Using a general
search engine, such as Google, will let you find examples of words in context, but a better
recommendation is to go to a database that collects news articles, transcripts, or books, or other
content, and just use its own search capabilities to find the terms you are interested in. This is
particularly helpful if there are not many corpus analysis sites available for your target language
or if you want to look at terms or topics that are very recent.

Because these tools are not built for corpus analysis, mainly what you will be able to do is
choose words or phrases that you want to look for and then a) find many authentic examples of
them in context, which you can then use to create materials, or b) search for the different terms
in the same newspaper to compare how they appear and just note the frequencies and
examples manually, or c) search for the same term in different sources or time frames and
compare the frequencies and examples manually.

Here are a few examples of databases you can use this way. You can find more by searching
MSU databases: http://libguides.lib.msu.edu/az.php?q=world%20news.

Access World News
https://infoweb-newsbank-com.proxy2.cl.msu.edu/apps/news/advanced-search?p=AWNB&f=ad
vanced

You can select a region on the map and then select sources. For example - you know I like
Czech examples - I was able to drill down to the Czech News Agency.
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Newspaper Source Database
Use Basic Search or Advanced Search - then after you get some results, you can scroll down
on the left and select the language.

Nexis Uni
https://advance-lexis-com.proxy1.cl.msu.edu/

Select the language you want to use for your search at the top right. Then under Guided
Search, select News (or legal documents or something else), and then enter a word or phrase.
From the results, you can change the language in which your results appear (though then you
won’t know what the original language of the text was), and then on the left you can select
where it was printed, when, etc.

→ Access whole books for free as text files that you can search

Project Gutenberg
Search the catalog of free ebooks here: https://www.gutenberg.org/catalog/
Then select each book you want. On the next screen, you will see versions for various ebook
readers, but you should select “Plain Text UTF-8” and then copy and paste the text, or click
More Files and look for a file name that ends with .txt.

Once you have created those .txt files, you can then go back up to → Analyze a Text and use
those tools to explore the files.

Language-specific resources:
→ Remember that many of the resources above are available in a range of languages.

Spanish Corpus Tools
https://www.corpusdelespanol.org/

Spanish Concordancer at LexTutor: https://www.lextutor.ca/conc/span/

Most common Spanish words - Wikipedia entry lists top 100 and links to lists by Real Academia
Espanola and Mark Davies (creator of CoCA and Corpus del Espanol)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Most_common_words_in_Spanish

REA - Mas frecuentes
http://corpus.rae.es/lfrecuencias.html

BYU Spanish and Portuguese Corpora
https://corpus.byu.edu/neh2015.asp

Arabic Corpus Tools

Arabi Corpus: http://arabicorpus.byu.edu

French Corpus Tools

Compleat LexTutor:
French Concordancer
https://www.lextutor.ca/conc/fr/

VocabProfiler at LexTutor - click the FRENCH corpus option in the top right list of lists
https://www.lextutor.ca/vp/comp/

Spoken French:
Ielanguages blog list of spoken French corpora:
https://ielanguages.com/blog/free-corpora-of-spoken-french/

● SACODEYL

● TCOF (Traitement de Corpus Oraux en Français)

● CFPP2000 (Corpus de français parlé parisien des années 2000)

● CFPQ (Corpus de français parlé au Québec)
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German Corpus Tools
German Concordancer at LexTutor: https://www.lextutor.ca/conc/germ/

DWDS Corpus: https://www.dwds.de/

Hebrew Corpus Tools

Open Subtitles - Movie subtitles in Hebrew - the ads are awful, but Hebrew corpora are rare!
https://www.opensubtitles.org/he/search/subs

Japanese Corpus Tools
List of tools: https://www.ninjal.ac.jp/english/database/type/corpora/
Search engine: http://nlb.ninjal.ac.jp/

Chinese Corpus Tools
List of tools:
http://asbc.iis.sinica.edu.tw/
http://corpus.zhonghuayuwen.org/
http://www.livac.org/
https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/search
http://yuyanziyuan.blcu.edu.cn/art/2018/4/10/art_12635_1129752.html
http://kitty.2y.idv.tw/~hjchen/cwrite/
http://kitty.2y.idv.tw/~hjchen/cwrite-mtc/main.cgi
http://140.122.83.243/mp3c/
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Portuguese Corpus Tools
http://www.corpusdoportugues.org/

BYU Spanish and Portuguese Corpora
https://corpus.byu.edu/neh2015.asp

Project Gutenberg - Search for books in Portuguese that you can download and search
https://www.gutenberg.org/browse/languages/pt
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Corpus Linguistics Guides

Recommended Publications
Corpus Linguistics for English Teachers: New Tools, Online Resources, and Classroom
Activities - Eric Friginal, 2018
https://www.routledge.com/Corpus-Linguistics-for-English-Teachers-Tools-Online-Resources-an
d-Classroom/Friginal/p/book/9781138123090

Randi Reppen’s list of book chapters: https://randireppen.weebly.com/book-chapters.html

Michigan State Resources
The following texts are free to access for students, faculty, and staff at MSU. If these links don’t
work, you may need to sign in to your MSU Library account, search for the texts in the library
catalog, and/or create your Ebook Central account separately. Click Ask a Librarian for help.

Corpora tab on the Library Guide for Linguistics, SLS, and TESOL
https://libguides.lib.msu.edu/c.php?g=95544&p=3714795

Practical Corpus Linguistics - ebook - Weisser (2016)
https://ebookcentral-proquest-com.proxy1.cl.msu.edu/lib/michstate-ebooks/detail.action?docID=
4187356
→ Martin Weisser’s website for the book: http://martinweisser.org/pract_cl/online_materials.html

Corpora and Language Teaching - Aijmer (2009)
https://ebookcentral-proquest-com.proxy1.cl.msu.edu/lib/michstate-ebooks/detail.action?docID=
622382

Reppen (2010) Using Corpora in the Language Classroom
https://books.google.com/books/about/Using_Corpora_in_the_Language_Classroom.html?id=El
KIUQespx8C
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